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Major update for “Gangsters 1920”, optimized PC-version was announced
Cologne, October 25, 2019 – Today the retro-style adventure game “Gangsters 1920”
was recently updated for iOS and Android.
Marco Sowa-Israel from Sunlight Games: “We received a lot of positive feedback from the
players. “Gangsters 1920” is not a normal, simple adventure game. You have to search and
discover a lot, just like you used to do in games in the 1980s. Nevertheless, we now give the
player some more pieces of information in the game using a new button. Furthermore, the
patch brings some minor fixes.”
Explore the gloomy roads of the surreal 1920s underworld and find the relevant hints.
Together with detective Lake, you will be able to hunt down the gangsters responsible for the
national bank robbery. Better be safe than sorry – find out who your friends are before
encountering your foes. The right people will do you a favor and give you the two clues, the
wrong people will kill you.
The game will be released in an optimized PC-version on Steam in November.
More information and screenshots at: https://www.sunlight-games.com.
Links to the Stores:
iOS: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/gangsters-1920/id1469525172
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sunlightgames.gangsters1920
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About Sunlight Games:
Cologne-based Sunlight Games was founded in 2008 and transformed into a GmbH in May 2013.
A team of experienced game designers led by development veteran Marco Sowa creates games
of all genres for PC, Mac, mobile and online platforms. Sunlight Games also works for other
studios as well as in game porting and localization.
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